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Excerpts from
A Quiet Voice
a book in progress
by Judith Snow

Why This Book and Why Now

Helpless! Needing help. Constantly needing help. Is this what defines my life? Such is the
case for people labeled disabled. TWs perception, in our own eyes and in the eyes of
others, becomes the framework of our lives.

I am a divorced, childless, 51 year old, white, Canadian female. I have been self-employed
for fifteen years. I report on my yearly federal income tax a net personal income of about
$36,000 CDN. I am paying down my half of a mortgage on a venerable storefront in
Toronto that we converted to a triplex. I have written a book that has gone into second
e d i t i o n .

These things would define my identity in my community - excepting that I also have
Spinal Muscular Atrophy, Type U. Since seven months of age or so I have been
quadriplegic. I am classified as severely disabled. I have as much physical strength as a
new bom infant. Without the assistance of several people and two specialized machines
every day, I would die in hours.

Clearly I am helpless. Clearly I am not helpless. Both statements are valid, each in its own
c o n t e x t .

Living this paradox, and reflecting on it, has taught me much. This book is about what I
am leariung about the nature of help, or support. I am on the trail to discovering the
nature of support that helps without making a person helpless. I am discovering how a
community can benefit from the presence and participation of individuals who typically
get labeled disabled. I believe that my society, culture and planet can benefit from having
a different vision of vulnerability.

As a part of this discovery I will set out my own experience of being a person who has this
amazing opportunity of living such an unusual life. My book has two tihemes. The first
and primary focus is on me — who I am and what I am struggling with in a world that
believes in "disability". My second desire is to present another view of difference - a view
which makes the sort of situation I described above easier ~ even desirable ~ to foster and
s u s t a i n .

Why this book? At the age of 511 believe that my path in life is basically set. For nearly
twenty years opportunities have arisen every now and then for me to take up a different
interest, career or set of friends. Each time I have returned to my decision to advocate for
inclusive community. I have a vocation. I have neither the will nor sufficient intuitive
understanding to carry me onto another way of life. In that sense it is virtually ordained
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that I will write these words since not to do so would be for me to deny the meaning of
my own life to myself and those who know me best.
When I was six years old I remember my Father telling me that some US doctors were
putting children labeled ̂ mentally retarded' to deatli saying that society should not haveto bear the burden of caring for these children. Dady explained that in his youth in rural
England children with ̂ mental retardation' were able to grow potatoes along with
everyone else. They were a regular, accepted part of his community. But children like mewere killed. People felt they did not have enough resources to support someone who
would likely not be able to grow food.

My Father's story was harsh. But that is not what I heard when I was six. 1 heard that Ihad enemies and that I had better pay attention. I heard that he aiid Mom were going
against the mainstream and that meant they loved me and that we were all vulnerable - allof my family. I heard that the way to gain acceptance among strangers was to contribute
to the well being of the community.

I asked my Dad why he was keeping me alive. He answered: "Perhaps someday you will
find the aiiswer." At the time I thought he meant the answer to why some people get
Spinal Muscular Ati'ophy. For years I studied hard in school so that I might become amedical research scientist. By the time I was nineteen I was sure I was looking for the
answer to why people are so mean to people they call disabled. I became a cornmitted
advocate. Much later I am joined with many others in the quest for how we might all live
together and in peace with the planet.
In spite of my Father's story and my understanding of its importance disabilit>' has
captured the meaning of my life more than once. I have allowed myself to settle for beingsomeone 1 am not meant to be. Finding the road away from and closing the road to a life
of incapacity are part of my journey. This book captures some what I have learned about
avoiding servitude to "disability" and escaping its bondage when necessary.
I believe that there is something to be gained from altering our cultural interpretations
"disablity". When this vulnerability is recognized as a difficult gift, as a challenging
opportunity, as a grain of sand in the oyster's shell, then a wonderful resource is
discovered. I have seen this resource, when recognized and appreciated, stimulate great
feeling and action among people and wonderful resilience in community. This book isabout how the people we call disabled have important roles to play in creating peaceful,
fulfilling, sustainable community.

The people of the world who are called disabled have quiet voices. I will write my quiet
words and express the silence of my compatriots. Perhaps I will discover a way for us to
be appreciated for who we really are. Perhaps the quiet voice will move the world.
A Gift of Intimacy

Imagine that not walking, not talking, not seeing, not knowing how to cross the road - allthe many things we call disabilities - were in fact a gift. Imagine that behind all this is a
possibility unavailable to most human beings.
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The following is a dialogue between myself and my friend, Gloria. One of my personal
assistants, Sebastian, also speaks at several points.

Gloria is the mother of an eighteen year old son, Scott. Scott has never had eyes. Early in
life he reacted badly to a vaccination and developed many vulnerabilities. His hearing is
limited and his physical mobility is almost as restricted as mine. For many years he has
had difficulty eating. He has been close to death many times.

At the same time Scott has many friends. His high school chums have musical sessions at
his house every week, go with Scott to roller coasters and other wild adventures, and
make presentations with him to elementary school classes about how great it is to have
diversity in your circle of friends. His vibrant team of intevenors, (personal assistants who
can interact with him using deaf/blind communication), are devoted to Scott. It is clear
that Scott draws people in and reaches out to others through the fragility of his physical
body and the brilliance of his spirit. People vie for a chance to sit with Scott in their lap
because his presence moves, centres and uplifts them. Scott has a unique gift of intimacy.

Well, not quite unique. In my experience this gift of generating intimacy is often
possessed by people who don't speak — people who are considered to be nonverbal and,
often, accused of "significant" cognitive impairments.

I spoke with Gloria about how "disability" is perceived by others and how that affects
Scott and I. We talked about intimacy: The following is a transcription of our
c o n v e r s a t i o n .

Judith," That's how we're going to start the book right? — I DON"T WANT TO WALK!!"

Gloria, "Really, your nuts, what's the matter with you? Why would you think that? You
don't know what your missing."

Judith," Well maybe I don't. So, that's okay. You don't know what your
missing either do you?

Gloria,"! can't be missmg anything can I?

Judith,"It's the background idea that only you're aware of what's possible. Only the
normal range of human ability is the acceptable range."

Gloria,"So that's how you want to start the book. T think it is a really powerful start. For
me anyway."

Judith, "Gloria the dilemma of writing the book to me is that I really want this book to be
about me and to be my book, but to be me and to be about me is to include a lot of other
people, all the time. So you wore asking me before about boundaries, and about intimacy.
I think that the book is about exploring these. What is the boundary that defines you? And
what's beyond your boundaries. I am not sure. It's pretty clear to me that you're not sure
e i t h e r . "
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Gloria/'Yes. I think your hitting on something here because it's what was most important
to Dawn, (another parent of a teenager who doesn't speak), was that sense of the
boundary that we have. For us it's usually our bodies. We're very clear and we're very
violated and very vulnerable and very frightened when that boundary is violated. Even
when I'm not violated but just intruded on by people coming too close. That concept from
your perspective is really worth exploring."

Judith, "The other way to look at it is this - what's available is intimacy. I think of
intimacy as no clear boundary between you and me and you and him and me and him
and so on. That is what it is actually. The absence of a clear boundary so that something
about the interaction is going on between us and is generated by bodi or rather all of us
and it doesn't belong to any of us specifically. So the meaning of my life is entirely that my
life is my life but yet my life isn't possible without the active generation of it by several
people at the same time all the time. There is almost never a point where you can say that
I am clearly generating my life by myself. I don't know if there is really a clear time for
anybody when they generate their own life by themselves - but they have that illusion.
And they carry around that illusion all of the time as if it was real."

Gloria, "And it's powerful. It's power for me. And power is an important word here
because for me it's power and one of the lessons 1 learned with Scott is what real
powerlessness is and that was always a struggle with bureaucracies or agencies or
associations that they take away my power and I thought taking away my power would
steal my life, my life force."

Judith,"You also said that you discovered that you can't support and save Scott by
yourself."

Gloria,"Yes."

Judith," That's when you really gave yourself up to power. When you realized you can't
do it by yourself you became powerful."

Gloria, "Yes, I was stripped of all power before I became powerful."

Judith, "Yeah, well actually power is generated by intimacy and not by a singular human
being."

Gloria, "The illusion that we talked about earlier. If you look at your Naturopath, who
shall remain nameless, he is a really good example - he is a good doctor of natural
medicine. He has a brother who is in a coma and yet when he looked at you..."

Judith, "Not anymore."

Gloria, "Good, was it a coma?"

Judth," Yes."

Gloria, "...he still saw you as somebody who he could make walk. That he could make
that statement and want that is a preface to being his mother's son who wants to make it
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all right and fix it all. He really wants to make you walk and that's pretty scary that he
thinks that he caii do that. And is it the failure of being able to make people walk again
that makes doctors talk about the quality of life and finish people who don't walk off?"

Juditli, "Oh 1 think so. My life is about living in the world where virtually my earliest
memory is that I knew that people would rather kill me than have me go on living. That's
one of the stories that I tell most people. When I was six years old I was sitting in the
bathroom with my Dad who was helping me, getting me out of bed at that point. He told
me that in his day they would kill kids like me. He told me that story because he had just
heard in the newspaper or on the radio that they were killing kids with Down Syndrome
in California. This was forty-five years ago."

For him that would have been twenty-five years back from then. It's been about seventy
years since that story was generated. He was saying they would have killed kids like mebecause they didn't know how to sustain me in that kind of world where what they did
was raise cows and potatoes and dig stones."

That's what they did, right? Somebody with Downs Syndrome could do that. So they
didn't make a distinction. It's not that they didn't know the person was handicapped but
that didn't matter to them."

Gloria, "They could do the work."

Judith, "I wasn't able to that so they would have killed me. So I've known always that Iam likely to be executed. Simply because I couldn't walk and don't use my body in ways
that people t5q5ically think. So tliat's really what my story is about."

Gloria, "At the seminar the other day a woman said that in Saskatchewan or Manitoba
they had star charts — they put stars on charts of people who were older or who hadstrokes or brain injuries and babies with disabilities and everybody knew what the red
star meant."

Judith, "Let this person die."

Gloria, "Yeah, and she was in that facility, she worked in that facility and everybody
knew what the star meant. Then seventeen years ago when her brother was bom with a
disability she saw the red star and she knew what they had done — they put the same red
star on the chart of her own brother which really brought it home to her because she
hadn't really examined where she stood on the red star until she saw it on her brother's
chart. I think where we went from there was that Latimer, in fact, Tracy Latimer's life put
the debate in the open whereas before babies were always put in a room with the door
closed and were allowed to go and starve to death or they were neglected to death."

"When Scott was at preschool there was a family from China, maybe the Philipines, sorry
I can't remember, but the mother was terrified to leave her daughter at home ~ she had
Down Syndrome - because she was constantly walking in on the father putting the pillow
over her daughter's head. They had a son and a daughter and it was a fact of life in her
household that she had to be diligent or he would smother her the first chance he got.
And when Scott was bom it was mentioned to me: "Don't worry, dear, if you're lucky he
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will die." From the minute he was born it was clear he was an oddity and a speciman and
lots of doctors wanted to write him up."

Judith, "Scott's supposed condition is?"

Gloria, "Frasers's Syndrome. Dr. Fraser found dozens and dozens of kids in the
Appalachian mountains who were bom without eyes. And they had a condition that was
so referred to as Cyclop's Condition. So they actually had pictures in magazines in
medical texts of kids witli their ear canals formed outside of their skull. The ear canal
stretched in a coil can come out to here. And eyes down here and one eye not two eyes.
They showed me that - they were educating me so that I wouldn't have another
pregnancy cause this is what it could be. I had nightmares about monkeys and monstersand about having another baby and all the doctors around. It was really clear, too, Judith
that they would all be standing around going like this (rubbing her hands together)
thinking: "Monkey or monster what will it be?" It was literally quite clear to me that their
interest in him had nothing to do with him but it was about the oddity, the study, the
speciman."

Judith, "So the other side of all this is that for me where I want to go with it is that Scott
really is a person and Tracy really was a person."

Gloria, "and you..."

Judith, "And I really am a person. And what is that? We're raising a whole issue about
quality of life, too. Like how to not only claim it, but to actually make it visible. I don't just
mean that I am a person or that Scott is a person but I think that it really is invisible to
most people that we are people and that we actually do operate in a world of power and
actually do contribute already. What stands in our way is first of all this huge wall that
people think we're dead or should be dead and then secondly there really isn't an
environment that's working for us most of the time.

Gloria, "You've helped me on something. I go ballistic when people are parking in spots
marked as handicapped sites. But you just talked about the environment."

Judith, "Most of the time my being in my little world would be like putting you on Mars
and saying go ahead - make a life."

Gloria, "You wouldn't have to send me that far. it would be enough to give me a map to
read to get through Toronto and I would be as lost and not capable of doing it."

Judith, "When your that... (and I don't want to use the word "disabled" because it means
something else, right?), ...but the actual disablility is that the environment doesn't work at
that moment and you become a person who is essentially incompetent."

Gloria, "The environment doesn't work and that makes you disabled, of course."

Judith, "So there's a whole lot of incompetence thaf's placed on me or on Scott or on
Tracy."
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Gloria, "Your giving me language here. There's incompetence placed on Scott by the
environment. Incompetence placed on you by the environment. You can live here for two
years, Judith, and then you can have a ramp to get in the front door."
Judith, "So what will that mean to me for two years? It means that I will appear to be a
person who doesn't really need to get out of my house. So when the time comes that I sayI want a ramp on my house they'll say: "Why didn't you ask for tliat before?""

Gloria," You would know no one!"

Judith, "The environmental obstacles create the appearence of my incompetence. "Wliy do
you need to have the support you say you need because your incompetent?""
Gloria," So the title of the first chapter of your book -- let's play around with that because
of all that we've been talking about. What can the first chapter be titled? I DON'T WANT
T O W A L K "

Judith, "Could be. T don't know, I Don't Want To Walk? I don't want to sound like 1
refuse to walk. If all of a sudden I woke up one day and I was walking I would walk. I'm
not refusing to walk by saying I don't want to walk. What I am saying is there is nothing
in me that wants to go in that direction. It's not natural to my being. I can be who I want
to be without walking. Walking doesn't show up for me as something that is missing in
my life. There's lots of things that show up as missing but that's not one of them. And Idon't think seeing shows up for Scott as missing. I don't think speaking shows up as
missing. He will speak some but not much. Not much of his own volition."
Gloria, "Most of his needs are so well met by the universe and us that he seldom needs to
speak. That's interesting about what you just said about walking. To me I see a real
stepping stone in Scott's intervenors and their relationship with Scott. Somewhere after
being with him for some period of time — sometimes it's three months, sometimes it's a
year - tliere has to be some significant chunk of time - they start dreaming about him
walking and they come and they're so excited because they think it's a vision or they're sosad because it hasn't happened yet. And they're laughing and they're crying as they tell it
to me and it never happened to me as his mother -1 never had that dream. But I'm not
sure if there isn't a significant person in his life who hasn't had the dream."

Judith, "Almost everybody does the same for me, too ~ the dreaming about me walking."

Gloria, "The dreaming, yeah, and the naturopath saying that."

Judith, "Most of the time when people dream that 1 am walking I think they're saying I
accept you for who you are, and therefore I think you're like me. And walldng is so
important to you guys. For what reason I am not sure of. I'm not saying that
condescendingly. I really don't know, right? I haven't had that experience. It is so critical
to you that I think that's your way of responding to my situation. You try imagining me
walking. So when the naturopath says to me if you did x, y or z I'm sure you can walkhe's really saying he respects me. That's what he's saying. Other people could say the
same thing and mean the opposite. They don't think I'm a potential centrefold."
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C'loria "'Cause vou are the fixing unit. These people, they are attached with their bodies,rm wUenng Ibourmat intimacy issue. If itL't when the barriers have comp ete yfallen between them and Scott that they're able to do that. 'Cause it dws rormect withthem feeling reaUy enriched, really connected and m relationship with him.
Sebastian, "A lot of people their heart's are in the right place but what they're doing is
actually destructive."

Gloria," It can be if you let it mean that."
Sebastian "I guess it's dependant upon how our value gets placed within that system ofSŜiid Interaction. It's not an Ly thing. If you value walkmg then yô^wallane as not valuable. If you see not walking as not valuable then you 11 constantly bestrivinl to create the conditions to help somebody walk who doesn't necessarily eîerwant to walk or can't ever walk. Either, Or both. I'm just trymg to follow along here.
Gloria, "And that's what's really important about what we're doing b̂aû  we reallydon't know what it sounds like to be deaf and mute. We aren t living it or haven t lived it
everyday and you did live it for a while and you have a good memory of losmg abilities.When I eo to speak at the university I won't understand how important what I am sayingis and how it changes lives until they do a report and they write about what they learned.I read them as if I am hearing about somebody else talkmg about somebody else ̂^̂useit's the life I'm living and the life Scott's living. And that's the problem you 11 face when
your doing this book, too, because your living it."
Judith, "I think I'm hopeful that people will take more from who I am than just translating
me into a walking person's language."

Gloria, "Oh that's perfect - a walking person's language."

Judith, "All the time, everything I do, they translate into that."
Gloria, "A speaking person's language. I love that."

Judith, "I never hear myself... I rarely, rarely hear myself back as a fully accomplished
human being who doesn't walk."

Gloria, "Really."

Judith, "Almost never."

Gloria, "You know when I look at you and your life and look at Scott I don t ev̂  ŝ  the
disability or I don't see the disability first. I really don't. I don't even see you as havmg a
disability because you can tell us what your thiriking and feeling and expressing. And Iknow that you'll tell me that Scott does that too."

Judith, "Yeah."
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Gloria/'It just feels like he's a little more vulnerable in domg it but I don t if toattrue And there's more responsibility on us to Usten for what he s saying and ̂
carefully and for a long often time. But people thatand for a long time. But they do have to hear you - and they don t hear you because you
don't walk."

Judith/'That's because they translate it into walking person's words what that must be.
Gloria, "And they have so much emotion and history and conditioning that they don t see
you."

Judith, "Take it one step - a lot deeper ~ 'cause I'm living in this world right now. I ve
lived in this world all my life."

Gloria, "How many years?"

Judith, "51.1 was born into a planet of people who can walk. I'm only just in the last ten
years, fifeteen years, been able to figure out what I've adopted as being a walkmg person s
language or a speaking person's language which isn't truly authentic.
Gloria, "Is not authentic?"

Judith, "Yeah, which I wouldn't have generated on my own if I had lived in a world
where I was the norm."

Gloria "The average end. It strikes me that when I came to Toronto for that activity, is it
the Ro'semount Hotel or whatever it is? I came to Toronto for tlie Summer Institute that
year."

Judith, "The Primrose Hotel.

Gloria, "The Primrose. To see Black Americans wearing chains around their wrists. You
should have seen it, Sebastian, they were wearing jewelry. It was beautiful, they were
beautiful chains, right? But they were pieces of jewelry but they were clearly chains of
slavery because after they got the chain around their wrist they then dangled so it was
really clear that they'd been cut. And they were really clear about who they were. And the
power in that was incredible. The expression of it -- the power of it. What really struck meis how many people would be offended by that and the courage it would take because
they intended to offend. They intended to remember their history and intended to educate
their brothers and sisters. And they intended to make us examine our conscience. And it
was powerful."

Sebastian, "Your making me think we live in a world where experience creates a
paradigm of knowledge and sometimes it is bard to break out of that paradigm or
knowledge because of your experience. Whether that's socialization or whatever.
Gloria, "It occurs to me now we should say everythiiig we just said now to the Portugeuse
man who lives two doors over and has the shoe repair shop."
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Judith, "Yeah/'

Gloria, "Because if we can say it to him, then he should be sitting
us, too. Because if we can say it to him then we can say it to anybody, you knownot a bad idea that we do this on a regular basis and he comes over and...
Judith, "He would come over."

Gloria, "And he would and he would say I understand.
Judith, "He would."

Gloria, "Yes and he would actually get it. He's suffered, he knows ....knows about not being who you thought you were because other people don t believe that
you, that who you think you are, is real. He's been through that stuff, line imigran
experience."

Judith, "I'm going after that and, I'm going after trying to discover ̂ople that 1 thî  Ihave somethig common with. People like &ott. But even then I of ̂between Scott and you in terms of what I would say - where 1 would come from - m
terms of my own experience and ability."

Gloria, "And you do do that. You remember to be Scott when I don't remember to be
Scott. You do it better than I do."

Judith, "Yeah, I'm wanting to because I think that he can teach me something about thefullness of my capacity. Because he's even more deeply lived ̂e experience of bemg a
.4ifrano-o r»f ahilifipR than normal. And he also doesn t speak so i

know that . "

Gloria. "Well I think about that, and I say to him, "Scottie the puppy is doing this. , and
think," Oh, Scottie can't do this." and he laughs like, "Oh, neat, the puppy s domg this.
And he thinks thats just great. Even though he can't do it."
Judith, "I think that Scott could show me a lot about the human condition. I want to learnfrom people I know or know now that they possibly had the opportunity not to compare
themselves to people who are normates."

Gloria, "People who had the opportunity not to compare themselves with the norm --
people who think they're normal."
Judith,"Normales."

Gloria,"Alright this has got to be a book for the masses. 'Normates' is good. You can have
terms in it and a glossary and an index."
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trettine Other people to do it rather than me domg it. It also is muoi muon urrJySê'periencmg getting something done. Do you know what 1 mean?

d o n e / '

Judith, "Just like me,"

rioria "Exactly And I have a self-rightiousness of doing it ail on behalf of Scott. AndSs got toTe'ŝ e of that with yL You - you're the r̂ Cettfthe disability, any kind of grace anybody's going to give you is gomg ̂  wear F® y
quickly. But there is a moment where there is that grace and you put up with her ̂useTs IS her. And you put up with her because she's your employer but I m not talking
about you I'm talking about Karen and Scott."
Sebastian, "Of course there are times when I feel Uke JXre to
I'm sure there's times where she grants grace upon me and doesn t tell me where to g
and stuff it."

Gloria, "And Karen, Karens's really great - she works so hard for Scott, men I'mV j l U H a , J T J I V 4 . O ^ w ^ v x l r M r o r - c r k T T I p h o d V s h P r C S U G C t S .

m^X » r̂ ause you talk about all the steps, you know 300 of
the bed in the morning and if one of them is missed its uncomfortable and physicallycould even hurt you. And how difficult it is, what it reminds me is how slowly you mustbe Uving your life compared to how quickly your mind is ready to hve your life, ̂dthmk the same of Scott. I think Scott is just infinitely patimt with ̂
Caroline Caroline is just a big grin and knowmg eventually we would fipre it out
being proud of us and we figured it out. Sort of like Sebastian knowmg that you )̂t nowwanted red wine. But your living faster than anybody can support you I think is what I
am talking about here and what does that, how does that feel.
Judith, "This is a good analogy. What I know is he hasn't got it yet. "Câ  "- it's okay cause he just started, right? When Sebasttan ĝ  in ihf̂ rd/rlhat
want and he knows I don't expect it aU at the same tune. He 11 do it m the order that
works for him and if I need some piece of that sooner I'U say so and .
pressure. 'Cause that's how your mind works when it s tellmg your body, right. You have
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a vision of supper. We're not going to do all of those things at the same time, right? In fact
it's about an hour and a half."

Gloria, "That's very important. I need to help Karen see that too.
Judith, "I just set it up so that he sees v̂hat I'm seeing. We're not going to do it all at the
same time. We're not going to do some of it until tommorrow...
Gloria "Karen's off and not back until Monday. I have to tell you that when Karen's not

had some time with Scott on the weekeiid quite a bit yousix hours each morning and I loved it -1 loved ̂  P̂ ^̂ Ĵ X̂anScan do this or you can do that because you sî  as hell can t do them both and m reai y
glad tliat Scott chose to do that. Karen chose do that.
Judith, "Almost because of Scott."
Gloria "Yeah, I think it was Scott. Scott didn't tell Karen to get the damn laundry donêScott said come here and look after me and help me be with my dog and my cat and my
mother and with my friends."

Judith, "Probably Karen actually does read Scott better than most people would.
Gloria, "I agree.There is genuine relationship and she is being fed veiy nchly from it. Mdshe, you know what else is that she knows it - thafs the surpnsmg fo'̂  ̂  that sheknows it because I see lots of people who are just hungermg for sometlung m j'̂eswho get it from Scott and don't know they got it from Scott. I Amk that s where we talk
about the stealing contingency. But she knows it. She is very clear of where it comes
f r o m . "

Judith, "People steal that a lot."
Sebastian, "I think about the connections between intimacy and relationship ̂dcommunication because every contact is an intimate contact and that comes through
communication and how everybody has different types of aimmumration ̂d was
thinking earlier when I was thinking about paradigms it left my but how I med tothink that language was power but now I'm starting to reform that thought and
communication that's power because that's the basis for intimacy and contact.
Gloria, "Yes. Judith there's some more of that really nice wine would you like some of
that?
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is it?"

Gloria, "It's measure is how your going to define "different". And do you get to do that or
do 1 get to do that?"

Judith/Tm not supposed to do that - that's the reader s job.
Gloria, "The reader gets to do it. So we need touchstones. How would I feel about that?"
Judith, "What from?"

intimacy in sex and in marriage.

Judith, "Yeah. Before and after too."
Gloria "Good Kood - glad to hear it. I remember being really happy watching you brush

girl! -you know, inatwouiaje y -o/ou eo girl!" But you know that it is )ust as
SyThat somwne would say more in̂rmation than I wanted to know. But every singleper̂n would flip to that chapter and read. I don't know how many paragraphs youwould give to it."

Judith, "Maybe the point is though that that was what connected me to where you feel
something that is important about yourself."
Gloria, "1 don't want to look at that at all so just keep moving on this. Alright lets see."
Judith,"Well for somebody else it might be wmething else. For you, you can imagine
being me if I can have a sexual relationship."
Gloria, "I was happy for you and happy for me that you could have sex."
Judith, "So thats's what you figured - then it was okay, right?
Gloria, "Yes absolutely. And I would bet that that isall the curiosity. But I think that we've found one of the touchstones for the book.
Judith, "What are some others?"
Gloria, "That you don't want to walk is a touchstone."
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ludith "And I think, what are some other ways that people get that it's okay to be me?ll̂r ̂  what we talked about. Now, for another person tts...
Gloria "And I was blown away that you weren't domg art. I mean because everybodywho is like you does paintings with those mouth brushes.
Judith, "Oh my God I hate that."

knocked out everything we could have given him as a family.
Judith,"lt certainly is better than being with your own family.
Gloria, "Being a son or a daughter or being a brote or steter. 1 think that touchstones isan important word. What does touchstone actually mean?
Judith "I think it's like when somebody is in a race and they touch a point andthat's the anchor point that they've actually done that part of the race.
Gloria, "Alright I think."

Judith, "For some people it might be things like if 1 can pay my mortgage it is a
touchstone."

Gloria,"Yes. There's something in the word "touchston̂  that_̂

roolmate for her daughter who has a disability and ''̂ 8̂ m̂®/®baS™d She
somebody who is going to listen to this and needs to know some of the oackgrouna. snewas really feeling challenged by it. We were whispenng and I said you Ĵow we hadoeoDle who were dying to live witli Scott. They were so happy to be livmg with ̂tt tlwtle couldn't get them out of our house. Md we moved to ̂  W for six ̂
u/p hnd to arrange to have our house painted and we said they had to go because we wereSSg »d Stacl But i wh." "lu». f''were so commited to being there living with Scott. And she said after. Thank you toshifting my perspective. It is a paradigm shift. It never occured to me that people wouldwant to live with Scott." It's completely changed how she s looking at a roommate.̂d
talked about Kara Balmer who is blind and deaf and her family have her livmg at aiiaSî irwim th " students and the thing is they foimd that three worfc midthey don't bum out. They need to learn deaf blind sign lanpage. toe is always wdl̂gsrav Wdnd ̂ause they're tired or have a free period or they got homework to do. ̂  at
night there is always somebody who can stay over night. If s one of theof the agreement that there is always somebody overnight. ifdiscuss really clearly is you have four roommates and your buildmg fnendships and
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yourselves."

Judith, "Touchstones."
Gloria "You know that's your title - Paying The Mortgage.

they actively generate and actively develope skills around intimacy,
(to be continued)
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